
 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optimizing Hybrid Cloud 

It is time to control your digital destiny with a highly-optimized, hybrid cloud platform 

The cloud offers unlimited opportunities to take your business applications to the next level of speed, scale and 
agility.  Digital transformation and cloud migration is no longer just a high-level vision, but a very actionable, short 
term objective for most organizations. Although migrating to the public cloud seems like a viable solution, there are 
instances when you need to ensure data sovereignty by keeping your data in known locations. There is also the 
possibility of experiencing latency issues using the public cloud and the endless debates about the IT optimization of 
hardware spend and distributing applications based on their use.  

Microsoft has recognized that modern organizations demand the power of cloud based applications and services, 
but still require the control and flexibility offered in a hybrid cloud model. As a result, Microsoft created Azure Stack. 
This extension of Azure allows you to modernize your applications across hybrid cloud environments, balancing 
flexibility and control. Plus, developers can build applications using a consistent set of Azure services and DevOps 
processes and tools, then collaborate with operations to deploy to the location that best meets your business, 
technical, and regulatory requirements.   

To maximize your cloud investment, Sogeti has partnered with HPE and Microsoft to provide the ultimate set of 
hardware, software and cloud services to accelerate your digital transformation strategy.  

 

 
Enhancing Hybrid Cloud: Better Together  
 
Microsoft Azure Stack brings you the functionality of Azure on your 
own terms and the hybrid model is additionally enhanced by HPE 
ProLiant for Azure Stack.  
 
HPE ProLiant for Microsoft Azure Stack is an integrated solution co-
engineered by HPE and Microsoft to deploy and manage Azure 
private clouds and easily move apps between the Azure public 
cloud and your data center. It will help you turn ideas into profit 
faster while ensuring security, compliance and performance. 
 
Sogeti award winning cloud services bring it all together with the 
ability to advise, align and animate your digital transformation.   



 

 

  
 

 

Sogeti’s OneDeliver Cloud Services:  

Advise, Align, Animate  

 
Starting a new cloud initiative can be challenging, but through OneDeliver 
Advise, Sogeti can help you discover the right strategy, workload, planning 
and architecture to get you started. OneDeliver Align prepares you for 
core cloud functionality including: migrations, re-hosting, remediation, 
automated, performance and functional testing, vulnerability analysis, 
security architecture and testing.  OneDeliver Animate helps to deploy 
your cloud application keep it running smoothly through provisioning, 
application management, cloud consumption management, platform and 
security monitoring and more. OneDeliver Advise, Align or Animate 
services can be used together or independently based on your needs.  
 

Sogeti’s experience has allowed us to develop strong cloud competencies, 
tools, accelerators and an elevated level of expertise that has proven to 
be repeatedly successful. We can provide specific value through the 
following:  
 
 
Hybrid Integration & Management 

• Coexistence of Public & Private with IAAS/PAAS/SAAS 
 
Full Lifecycle up to DevOps 

• Strategy, consulting, design, migration, testing & run 

• Combining application and infra assets 
 
Partnership with leading technology vendors 

• Access to advanced training, tools and SMEs 
 
Optimize Cloud Consumption 

• Using OneShare – a platform and toolset accelerator for testing 
and devops 

• Application patterns to support cloud platform system 
 
Flexible Engagement 

• Catalog of services with flexible commercial models 

• Predefined integrations for standard environments 
 
Higher Savings 

• Up to 60% additional using Sogeti right-shore delivery 
 
High Reliability & Quality 

• Leading in Quality Assurance - Testing & monitoring the 
integration, performance and security 

  
 
 
 

Optimized Hardware Makes a Difference  
 
The HPE | Microsoft Azure Stack solution is a 
complete compute, storage, networking, and 
software solution. Factory-integrated and 
tested by both Hewlett Packard Enterprise and 
Microsoft, the HPE | Microsoft Azure Stack 
solution delivers agility, simplicity, and 
reduced costs to your data center.  
 
HPE ProLiant for Microsoft Azure Stack is a 
single integrated solution based on HPE 
ProLiant DL380 Gen9, the world’s most 
popular server. The HPE hybrid cloud 
portfolio—the industry’s most 
comprehensive—covers operations 
management, security and application 
performance capabilities along with 
consulting, support and financial services. 
 
 

For more information, please visit:  
www.sogeti.com/hpe  

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/product-catalog/servers/proliant-servers/pip.hpe-proliant-dl380-gen9-server.7271241.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/product-catalog/servers/proliant-servers/pip.hpe-proliant-dl380-gen9-server.7271241.html
http://www.sogeti.com/hpe

